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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes a novel and powerful pattern recognition method named symmetrical singular value
decomposition representation (SSVDR) and presents its application to face recognition. The SSVDR
method is based on singular value decomposition (SVD) and symmetry prior. In this method, the given
image is firstly decomposed into a composition of a set of base images by the singular value decom-
position technique. Then, the first few base images (which can be proved to be the low-frequency
asymmetrical base images) are turned into symmetrical base images according to facial symmetry.
Finally, a new representation of the original image is reestablished for the final recognition. For evalu-
ating the performance of the SSVDR method, some experiments are conducted in two famous face
databases: extended Yale B and CMU-PIE database. The experiment results show the proposed SSVDR
method can reestablish a new homogeneous representation of the original image and has an encoura-
ging performance on face recognition compared with the current state-of-the-art methods.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Over the past decades, pattern recognition has received sig-
nificant attention due to its potential values as well as applications
in face recognition. As a result, there has been a variety of effective
pattern recognition methods for human face images, with innu-
merable encouraging results, reported in the literature [1,2].

However, in many real-world face recognition circumstances,
faces are always suffering from the large facial variations, espe-
cially the effect of illumination. Varying illuminations in faces
often lead to some undesirable problems, e.g. features under the
shadow will be covered due to low illumination conditions, the
asymmetrical illumination distribution caused by the shadow
[3,4]. Under these circumstances, most existing face recognition
methods have defects more or less. Thus, how to deal with the
varying illuminations in faces is a fundamental and challenging
task in real-world applications of face recognition [5].

Recently, a variety of methods have been proposed to deal with
the problem by generating a better face representation of the
original image, which can be roughly divided into two categories
[4,6–8]:

The first category tries to extract the illumination-invariant
features to rebuild an illumination-invariant representation of face

images. For example, Wang et al. proposed the self-quotient image
(SQI) method, which reduces the effect of illumination by utilizing
the weighed Gaussian filter to divide a smoothed face images of
the original image itself [9]. Chen et al. assumed that illumination
variations mainly lie in the low-frequency band, and employed
discrete cosine transform (DCT) to obtain illumination-invariant
images by truncating an appropriate number of the DCT coeffi-
cients [10]. On the other hand, Chen et al. utilized the total var-
iation model to factorize the face images into small-scale and
large-scale facial components, and only selected the small-scale
facial components as the illumination-invariant represen`tation
[11].

Most of these illumination-invariant methods assume that the
face images can be divided into the illumination-invariant facial
parts (eyes, nose, etc.) correspond to relatively higher spatial fre-
quencies, and the illumination-variation ones correspond to lower
spatial frequencies. However, the illumination-invariant methods
only select the illumination-invariant facial parts to rebuild an
illumination-invariant representation of face images, thus the
information containing in the lower spatial frequencies is missing.

The second category focuses on compensating the illuminated
image with traditional image processing methods. For instance,
histogram equalization (HE) [12], logarithm transform (LT) [13]
and gamma correction (GC) [3] are widely used for illumination
normalization. However, in these methods, the illumination nor-
malization is performed directly on the whole face image, some
representative algorithms even only work well when the image is
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intensified or darkened globally. As a result, it is hard to get good
recognition performance and generate normalized face image with
good visual results for face images with asymmetrical lighting.
Besides, facial symmetry is often identified as an inherent feature
of bodily asymmetry. Based on this, Zhang et al. proposed a
method utilizes the facial symmetry to generate the illumination
normalization image [14]. More recently, Hsieh et al. proposed a
shadow compensation method (MR-HEIA) relied on facial sym-
metry and histogram equalization, and Xu et al. also proposed a
method based on facial symmetry to exploit symmetrical face
images [15,16]. Nevertheless, these methods have major limita-
tions in real-world applications toward face recognition since the
face images are just simply mirrored.

Due to the fact above, we propose a novel and simple method
based on singular value decomposition (SVD) and symmetry prior
for robust face recognition in this paper. The rationale behind our
method is that the first few base images generated by the SVD of
the face image capture the great variances of the face image, and
they are always symmetrical because of the facial symmetry prior
when the face is under uniform lighting conditions. Compared to
previous methods which often fail when suffered from varying
illumination conditions, the proposed method has the ability to
successfully suppress the effect of various illuminations of the face
while homogenizing the distribution of the illumination. More-
over, the proposed method can greatly preserve the detail texture
information of the original face image since the rest of base images
generated by the SVD of the face image are kept unchanged. This is
fairly desirable to achieve a robust face recognition in a wide range
of scenes. The experimental results demonstrate that our SSVDR
method achieves significant performances among the traditional
methods for face recognition.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 detailed
describes the methodology of the proposed method. Experimental
results and discussion are shown in Section 3. Finally, conclusions
are presented in Section 4.

2. Methodology with SSVDR

2.1. History of SVD technique for face recognition

The SVD technique for face recognition was first used as algebra
feature extraction (e.g. the singular value feature), which is one of
the earliest image representations in face recognition field. Hong
et al. firstly proposed the concept of the algebra feature and

proved that singular value feature could be used as algebra feature
with the solid theoretical proof [17]. However, the practical per-
formance of this method is unsatisfactory. Then Tian et al. per-
formed further studies on the SVD technique and pointed out that
it is the singular matrix rather than the singular values that con-
tain useful information for face recognition. Based on this, they
projected the image on the uniform singular matrix basis of SVD to
get a better performance for face recognition [18].

Recently, Liu et al. proposed a fractional order singular value
decomposition representation(FSVDR) method for face recognition
[19]. Based on the SVD technique, they decomposed the image into
a composition of a set of base images, and found that the singular
values of the leading base images were sensitive to the illumina-
tion and expression variations. Hence, a fractional function with an
empirical fractional parameter αwas applied to the singular values
for alleviating facial variations. More recently, Zhang et al. pro-
posed a nearest orthogonal matrix representation for face recog-
nition. Relied on the specific individual subspace assumption, the
method demonstrated good facial representations by simply using
the sum of a set of basis matrices generated by the SVD technique
on the condition that parameter α¼ 0, which can be seen as a
special case of the FSVDR method [20].

However, all those successful application methods mentioned
above are experimented in uniform illumination condition.
Besides, they are either only based on singular values or kept the
base images generated by singular value decomposition unchan-
ged. In fact, they are vulnerable to the non-uniformity generated
by the change of illumination conditions.

2.2. Further discussion on the SVD technique for face recognition

2.2.1. Theory of singular value decomposition
In linear algebra, the singular value decomposition (SVD) [21] is

one of the most powerful matrix factorization methods to obtain
useful information from the matrix, which can be described with
the following theorem in real field.

Suppose matrix A is an m�n matrix whose entries come from
the real field, it can be decomposed as follows:

Am�n ¼Um�mΣm�nV
T
n�n; ð1Þ

where Um�m ¼ ½u1;⋯;um� is an m�m real unitary matrix, VT
n�n ¼

½v1;⋯; vn�T (the transpose of Vn�n) is an n� n real unitary matrix,
and Σm�n is an m� n rectangular diagonal matrix with non-
negative real numbers on the diagonal. Specifically, suppose

Fig. 1. The mean energy of the subset under different illumination conditions. Fig. 2. Each subset's mean SSIM of each base image.
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